Academic Year 2018/2019 Holiday Camps
with SSS Hoch-Ybrig

Week 1: 11.-15.02.2019
Week 2: 18.-22.02.2019
Ski School
Available to Kindergarten, Primary and Secondary aged children
It is an early start, but well worth it if the sun is out in the mountains and a fresh dump of snow has fallen the
previous night. If you would like to take advantage of living so close to the Alps, and would like your child to
participate in one of the most popular winter sports in the world, February Holiday Camp is probably for you!
Included in the price:
•
•
•
•
•

Coach transport to and from Hoch-Ybrig
Lift pass for whole Hoch-Ybrig ski area
Qualified Swiss ski school instructors supervision on the slopes
Lunch
End of the week competition day!

To Bring: ESSENTIAL
-

Skiing equipment: skis, boots, poles, helmet, gloves, goggles
Backpack with a change of clothes, especially socks and t-shirt
Swiss snow league book (If you have one with your child’s current level)
Small snack for the return journey, small water bottle
Time

Information

Who is Supporting

To be confirmed *

Drop-off * see Drop-off information below

Transport operated by
SSS Hoch-Ybrig

Daily activities in
groups according
to child’s ski level
at ski location

Morning ski school in respective groups
Lunch
Afternoon ski school in respective groups
Return to Zurich

To be confirmed *

Mountain supervision
and training by: Swiss
Snow School Qualified
Instructors

Pick-up * see Pick-up information below

Other Information
Date:

2 weeks available: Wk 1: 11.-15-02.2019 and Wk 2: 18.-22.02.2019

Drop-off:

Either Zurich Hauptbahnhof or Tandem IMS ZH - see subnote*

Cost:

620 CHF per week: per child for 5 full days of care, tuition, lunches and transport

Pick-up:

Zurich Hauptbahnhof or Tandem IMS ZH - see sub-note*

Deadline:

Enrolment deadline and cancelation no later than 30.09.2018

* Drop-off and Pick-up additional information: This camp is operated in collaboration with SSS Hoch-Ybrig and their associated transport company.
There are no Tandem IMS staff attending the camp. Coach drop-off and pick-up is to be advised and depends on numbers of children enrolled.
Location is either Zurich Main Station/HB or Tandem IMS ZH and will be announced before the camp is scheduled to start.

For further information contact eca@tandem-ims.ch
Enrolment form is available on the school’s website - open to external children also.

Tandem IMS Ski Holiday Camps
Swiss Snow League Levels
Ski School - Hoch-Ybrig

Blue Prince / Princess
- Climbing by sidestepping / herringbone stepping on a gentle slope
- skiing with skis parallel in the fall line and step turning uphill until stop
- Gliding and breaking the snow plough
- Snow plough turns
Blue King / Queen
- Safe use of T-bars
- Traversing and slipping
- Snow plough turns (Wedge)
- Safe skiing on blue runs
Blue Star
- Turning in mini slalom jungle
- Tricks in the fall line and traverse
- Jumping off a small jump
Red Prince / Princess
- Slipping and stopping in the traverse and fall line
- Skiing over bumps and dips
- Step turning downhill on a gentle slope with a flat run out
Red Kind / Queen
- Parallel turns with various radii on a versatile red run
- Skating step in the plane
- Single ski turns on the outside ski
- Short turns on an easy slope
Red Star
- Parallel turns in a run of slalom gates
- Ticks (Fakie - intro, Waltzing, Single Ski turns on the inside ski)
- Jumps: Extension jump
Black Prince / Princess
- Short turns on difficult runs
- Synchro Skiing
- Parallel turns off-piste
- Carved parallel turns on a broad and easy slope
Please send your child with their Swiss snow league book each day if they already have one.
Hoch-Ybrig takes these ski levels very seriously, so as to ensure the children are appropriately placed with a class
of their current level and abilities. Hoch-Ybrig have the right to reassess children at the beginning of the course,
and adjust their level accordingly.

